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We consider a three Higgs doublet model with an S3 symmetry in which beside the standard model-like

doublet, there are two fermiophobic doublets. Due to the new charged scalars, there is an enhancement in

the two-photon decay, while the other channels have the same decay widths as the standard model neutral

Higgs. The fermiophobic scalars are mass degenerated unless soft terms breaking the S3 symmetry are

added.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, a new resonance which is compatible with the
Higgs boson of the standard model (SM) with a mass of
125 GeV has been discovery at the LHC [1]. As it is well
known in the context of that model, nothing constraints the
number of fermion generations; although, since the LEP
data, we know that there exist only three sequential gen-
erations of quarks and leptons. This triplication may also
exist in the scalar sector since here again, nothing con-
straints the number of Higgs scalar multiplets and, in
particular, the number of Higgs doublets is a free parameter
in the model, although one of them is enough to accom-
modate vector and fermion masses and their mixing. In this
vein the multi-Higgs extensions of the standard model
are among the most motivated new physics scenarios.
Generally, these models have scalar mediated flavor chang-
ing neutral currents. Even in the simplest case, the two-
Higgs doublet models have several possibilities to control
those effects [2]. Three-Higgs doublet models [3] have not
been considered with the same details as those of the two-
Higgs doublet case. This is not a surprise since in this case
the analysis of the scalar potential is much more compli-
cated. However, discrete symmetries may simplify the
scalar potential; for example, the A4 symmetry has been
considered in Ref. [4]. Recently, it was shown that the S3
symmetry is very efficient to constraint the scalar potential
allowing us to obtain the mass spectra and the matrix,
which diagonalize the mass square matrices [5]. The sym-
metries for the two-Higgs doublet model was obtained in
Ref. [6] and in the case of three-Higgs doublet models in
Ref. [7].

If one or more extra Higgs doublets do exist in nature, it
seems that their existence is due to some reason that allows
us to explain something else that could not be explained by

the minimal model, i.e., with only one Higgs doublet. On
one hand, it is possible that extra scalars may explain the
mass spectra and mixing in the fermion sectors [8], or on
the other hand, it is possible that the extra Higgs doublets
may help to understand the observed dark matter. In the
latter case the extra Higgs bosons have to be of the fermio-
phobic type [9]. The fermiophobic Higgs boson is defined
as the following: all the fermion couplings to the Higgs
boson are set to zero and the bosonic couplings are the
same as in the standard model. This, in fact, has been
already considered in the case of one fermiophobic
doublet-Higgs model [10]. Here we will consider the
LHC phenomenology of the three doublet model with S3
symmetry [11] which was put forward in Ref. [5] and
which has two fermiophobic doublets.
The outline of this paper is as follows: In the next section

we review the main feature of the three scalars model. In
Sec. III we give the interactions of the model. In Sec. III A
we give the Yukawa interactions, in Sec. III B the gauge
interactions, while in Secs. III C and III D we write down
explicitly the trilinear interactions. In Sec. IV we show the
decay rate into two photon of the SM-like neutral scalar.
We devote Sec. V for our conclusions. In the Appendix we
show how the mass spectra are modified if we add soft
terms to the scalar potential.

II. THE SCALAR SECTOR

Let us consider an extension of the SM electroweak
theory which consists in adding two extra scalars,
SUð2ÞL doublets, with Y ¼ þ1. The three scalar doublets
are in a singlet S and a doublet D of S3. The SUð2ÞL �
Uð1ÞY � S3 invariant scalar potential is given by

V ¼ VðD; SÞ þ VðD; SÞsoft; (1)

where
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VðD; SÞ ¼ �2
sS

ySþ�2
d½Dy �D�1 þ �1ð½Dy �D�1Þ2 þ �2½ðDy �DÞ10 ðDy �DÞ10 �1

þ �3½ðDy �DÞ2ðDy �DÞ2� þ �4ðSySÞ2 þ �5½Dy �D�1SySþ �6S
y½Dy �D�1S

þ f�7½ðSy �DÞ2ðDy � SÞ2�1 þ �8½ðSy �DÞ2ðDy �DÞ2�1 þ H:c:g; (2)

and Vsoft denote soft terms breaking S3 symmetry explic-
itly; see Ref. [5]. The effects of the soft terms on the scalar
masses are considered in the Appendix.

There are two ways to build the singlet S and the doublet
D which are not equivalent. In the first one, we call model
A, the reducible triplet representation of the discrete sym-
metry S3 : 3 ¼ ðH1; H2; H3Þ with the usual notation Hi ¼
ðHþH0

i ÞT in which H0
i ¼ ð1= ffiffiffi

2
p Þðvþ �0 þ iA0Þ. This

reducible representation is the direct sum of one singlet
and one doublet S3 ¼ 2þ 1 � Dþ S, where S and D are
give by

S¼ 1
ffiffiffi

3
p ðH1þH2þH3Þ� 1;

D� ðD1;D2Þ ¼
�

1
ffiffiffi

6
p ð2H1�H2�H3Þ; 1ffiffiffi

2
p ðH2�H3Þ

�

� 2;

(3)

and the other way, we denote model B, is such that

S ¼ H1 � 1; D ¼ ðH2; H3Þ � 2: (4)

We also impose a vacuum alignment in each case: ðv; v; vÞ
and ðvSM; 0; 0Þ in model A and B, respectively. This
vacuum alignment gives a global and stable minimum of
the scalar potential if other conditions are satisfied, too [5].
In both cases the constraint equations reduce to �2

s ¼
��4v

2
SM which implies that �4 > 0. The difference is

that 3v2 ¼ v2
SM in the model A, and v2

1 ¼ v2
SM, in model

B; see Ref. [5] for details.
With the scalar potential in Eq. (2) in model A the

mixing matrix in all the scalar, pseudoscalar, and charged
scalar sectors is given by the tribimaximal matrix

UTBM ¼
1
ffiffi

3
p �

ffiffi

2
3

q

0

1
ffiffi

3
p 1

ffiffi

6
p � 1

ffiffi

2
p

1
ffiffi

3
p 1

ffiffi

6
p 1

ffiffi

2
p

0

B

B

B

B

@

1

C

C

C

C

A

; (5)

and the masses are the following: in the CP even sector

m2
h1

¼ �4v
2
SM; m2

h2
¼ m2

h3
¼ �2

d þ
1

2
��0v2

SM; (6)

where ��0 ¼ �5 þ �6 þ 2�7, and denoting as h0i the mass
eigenstates, we have �0

i ¼ ðUTBMÞijh0j , where UTBM is

given in (5). The scalar h01 can be identified with the

standard model Higgs scalar.
In the CP-odd neutral scalars sector, we obtain the

following masses:

m2
a1 ¼ 0; m2

a2 ¼ m2
a3 ¼ �2

d þ
1

2
��0v2

SM: (7)

Denoting a0i the pseudoscalar mass eigenstates, we have
A0
i ¼ ðUTBMÞija0j .
Similarly in the charged scalars sector we obtain the

following masses:

m2
c1 ¼ 0; m2

c2 ¼ m2
c3 ¼

1

4
ð2�2

d þ �5v
2
SMÞ; (8)

and denoting Hþ
i denote the charged scalar symmetry

eigenstates and hþi the respective mass eigenstates, we
have Hþ

i ¼ ðUTBMÞijhþj .
In model A the SUð2Þ doublets can be written in terms of

the mass eigenstates using the mixing matrix em Eq. (5),
resulting in

S¼
hþ1

1
ffiffi

2
p ð3vþ h01 þ ia01Þ

0

@

1

A; D1 ¼�
hþ2

1
ffiffi

2
p ðh02 þ ia02Þ

0

@

1

A;

D2 ¼�
hþ3

1
ffiffi

2
p ðh03 þ ia03Þ

0

@

1

A: (9)

However, in model B the mass matrices are diagonal,
i.e., there is no mixing in each charge sector. In general, the
eigenvalues are equal to those in Eq. (6) forCP even sector,
Eq. (7) forCP odd sector, and Eq. (8) for the charged scalar
sector, respectively.
Notice that the mass degeneracy in the fermiophobic

sector is a prediction of the S3 symmetry but there may
be accidental mass degeneracy with the SM-like Higgs
boson, too.
The possibility that two mass degenerated Higgs bosons

with mass near the 125 GeV has been discussed in litera-
ture [12–16]. The main difference with the present model is
that two of the Higgs doublets are fermiophobic; they do
not interact with quarks or leptons at tree level. On the
other hand, they can be produced in accelerators like the
LEP by the Higgstrahlung mechanism eþe� ! Z� ! ZX
or in hadronic colliders qq0 ! VV ! X where X denotes
any neutral scalar. Moreover, since they are fermiophobic
scalars they do not decay into fermions and they behave as
invisible Higgses. Bounds on the masses of femiophobic
Higgs boson in the diphoton decay channel exclude this
sort of scalars in the ranges 110–118 GeV and 119.5 and
121 GeV [17]. This is the case of the fermiophobic Higgs
in the present model. Moreover, the decay ZZ ! 4l is
exactly the same as in the SM since only one of the neutral
scalar (the one which is not fermiophobic, h1) contributes
to these decays.
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III. INTERACTIONS

A. The Yukawa sector

The Yukawa interactions are equal in both models when
vacua are aligned as before. Only one of the doublets
interacts with quarks and leptons and the other two are
fermiophobic doublets. In the lepton sector all lepton fields
transform as singlet under S3 and for this reason they only
interact with the singlet S:

�Ll ¼ �L0
iLG

l
ijSl

0
jR þ �L0

iLG
�
ij
~S�0

jR þ H:c:; (10)

where the prime fields denote symmetry eigenstates which
are written in terms of the mass (unprimed) fields by using
unitary matrices:

l0iL ¼ ðUl
LÞijljL; l0iR ¼ ðUl

RÞijljR;
�0
iL ¼ ðU�

LÞij�jL; l0iR ¼ ðUl
RÞijljR:

(11)

The Yukawa interactions written in terms of the mass
eigenstates are

�Ll ¼ ��iL

M̂l
i

vSM

ðVPMNSÞijljRhþ1 þ �liL
M̂l

i

vSM

ljR

�

1þh01þ ia01
ffiffiffi

2
p

�

þ �liL
M̂�

i

vSM

ðVPMNSÞij�jRh
�
1

þ ��iL

M̂�
i

vSM

�iR

�

1þh01þ ia01þ
ffiffiffi

2
p

�

þH:c:; (12)

where we have defined VPMNS ¼ Uly
L U�

L.
Similarly, all quarks fields are singlet under S3, hence as

in the lepton case, they only interact with the singlet S:

�Lq ¼ �Q0
iLG

u
ij
~Su0jR þ �Q0

iLG
d
ijSd

0
jR þ H:c:; (13)

and using

u0iL ¼ ðUu
LÞijujL; u0iR ¼ ðUu

RÞijljR;
d0iL ¼ ðUd

LÞijdjL; d0iR ¼ ðUd
RÞijdjR;

(14)

we write the Yukawa interactions in terms of the quark
mass eigenstates

�Lq ¼ �uiL
M̂d

i

vSM

ðVCKMÞijdjRhþ1 þ �diL
M̂d

i

vSM

�

1þ h01
ffiffiffi

2
p

�

diR

þ �diL
M̂u

i

vSM

ðVCKMÞijujRh�1

þ �uiL
M̂u

i

vSM

uiR

�

1þ h01
ffiffiffi

2
p

�

þ H:c:; (15)

where we have defined VCKM ¼ Uuy
L Ud

L. Above M̂ denotes
diagonal mass matrices in the respective charge sector.

As in the standard model the masses and the VCKM and
VPMNS mixing matrices can be accommodated but their
values are not explained.

B. Gauge-scalar interactions

In this sector, when the scalar doublets are written in
terms of the mass eigenstates, only one of the scalar
doublets contribute to the vector boson masses as in the
SM. The SUð2ÞL �Uð1ÞY � S3 invariant gauge interac-
tions are

Lgauge ¼ ðD�SÞyðD�SÞ þ ðD�DÞyðD�DÞ
¼ ðD�H1ÞyðD�H1Þ þ ðD�H2ÞyðD�H2Þ

þ ðD�H3ÞyðD�H3Þ; (16)

where S,D, orHi are symmetry eigenstates. Using the first
line and the fields in Eqs. (9) and (A5), we can write the
Higgs scalar gauge interactions in terms of the mass eigen-
states:

Lgauge ¼ ðD�h1ÞyðD�h1Þ þ ðD�h2ÞyðD�h2Þ
þ ðD�h3ÞyðD�h3Þ; (17)

where hi ¼ ½hþi ; ðh0i þ ia0i Þ=
ffiffiffi

2
p �T , i ¼ 1, 2, 3 are the

SUð2Þ doublets written in terms of the mass eigenstates.
We have omitted the mass term, i.e., the vacuum expecta-
tion value in h1. The covariant derivativeD� is the same of

the standard model.

C. Trilinear interactions in model A

The trilinear interactions in model Awith or without the
soft terms (see the Appendix) are as follows:

vSM

2
ffiffiffi

3
p ½�4h

�
1 h

þ
1 þ �5ðh�2 hþ2 þ h�3 h

þ
3 Þ�ðh01 � ia01Þ: (18)

In the same way for the second scalar, we have

vSM

2
ffiffiffi

3
p ½ð�6 þ �7Þh�1 hþ2 � �8ðh�2 hþ2 þ h�3 h

þ
3 Þ�ð�h02 þ ia02Þ:

(19)

Note that the vertex with h�1 h
þ
3 does not exist. Finally, for

the third scalar

vSM

2
ffiffiffi

3
p ½�ð�6 þ �7Þh�1 hþ3 þ �8h

�
2 h

þ
3 �ð�h03 þ ia03Þ; (20)

and in this case, the vertex with h�1 h
þ
2 that does not exist.

In the neutral scalar and pseudoscalar sector we have (up

to a factor vSM=2
ffiffiffi

3
p

)

½�4ðh01h01 þ a01a
0
1Þ þ �5ðh02h02 þ h03h

0
3 þ a02a

0
2 þ a03a

0
3Þ�

� ðh01 � ia01Þ � ½ð�6 þ �7Þðh01 þ ia01Þðh02 þ ia02Þ
þ �8ðh02h02 þ a02a

0
2 � h03h

0
3 � a03a

0
3Þ�ð�h02 þ ia02Þ

� ½ð�6 þ �7Þð�h01h
0
3 þ a01a

0
3 þ iða01h03 � a03h

0
1ÞÞ

� 2�8ða02a03 þ h02h
0
3Þ�ð�h03 þ ia03Þ: (21)
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D. Trilinear interactions in model B

1. Without the soft terms

In model B without the soft terms we have the following
trilinear interactions:

vSM

2
½�4h

�
1 h

þ
1 þ �5ðhþ2 h�2 þ hþ3 h�3 Þ�ðh01 � ia01Þ; (22)

vSM

2
ffiffiffi

2
p ð�6 þ �7Þh�1 hþ2 ð�h02 þ ia02Þ; (23)

and

vSM

2
ffiffiffi

2
p ð�6 þ �7Þh�1 hþ3 ðh03 þ ia03Þ: (24)

In the neutral sector (up to a factor vSM=2)
�

�4

2
ðh01h01 þ a01a

0
1Þ þ ð�5 þ �6 þ �7Þ

� ðh02h02 þ h03h
0
3 þ a02a

0
2 þ a03a

0
3Þ
�

ðh01 � a01Þ

þ 1

4
ð�6 þ �7Þðh01 þ ia01Þðh02 � ia02Þðh02 þ ia02Þ

þ 1

4
ð�6 þ �7Þðh01 þ ia01Þðh03 � ia03Þðh03 þ ia03Þ: (25)

2. With soft terms

In model B (see the Appendix) when the soft terms are
included we have the following trilinear interactions:

vSM

2
½�4h

�
1 h

þ
1 þ �5ðhþ2 h�2 þ hþ3 h�3 Þ�ðh01 þ ia01Þ; (26)

vSM

2
ffiffiffi

2
p ð�6 þ �7Þh�1 ðhþ3 � hþ2 Þð�h02 þ ia02Þ; (27)

vSM

2
ffiffiffi

2
p ð�6 þ �7Þh�1 ðhþ3 þ hþ2 Þð�h03 � ia03Þ; (28)

and, up to a factor vSM=
ffiffiffi

2
p

vSM

2
ffiffiffi

2
p ½�4ðh01h01 þ a01a

0
1Þ þ 2ð�5 þ �6 þ �7Þ

� ðh02h02 þ h03h
0
3 þ a02a

0
2 þ a03a

0
3Þ�ðh01 � a01Þ: (29)

We see that model A differs from the model B only in the
trilinear (and quartic but we have not shown they here)
interactions. Model B also has different scalar-scalar inter-
actions depending if we add or not the soft term to the
scalar potential. Thus, those possibilities may be distin-
guished when Higgs self-couplings are measured at the
LHC [18].

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

We can explore the phenomenology associated to the
Higgs sector of this model under some basic assumptions.

We are going to consider only the model A in this section
without soft terms added although they do not modify our
results. If h01 is the SM-like Higgs boson, its mass has to be
near 125 GeV; it implies �4 ¼ 0:26. From Eqs. (6)–(8), we
obtain typical values of the scalar bosons masses in both
models, respectively. We can evaluate the decay channels
of the neutral CP-even Higgs h01 in a mass range around

125 GeV, and we can compare the branching fractions with
the SM results. The Higgs sector depends on the Higgs
mass spectrum which is parametrized in terms of �5, �6,
�7,�

2
d in the model A. On the other hand, the fermiophobic

Higgs fields h2;3 only interact through the trilinear terms

already mentioned, and if we assume these Higgs bosons
with a mass bigger than 125 GeV, then they only are going
to contribute to the h ! �� and h ! �Z. It is interesting
that the h ! �� decay because there is an excess of events
above the SM predictions. We are going to focus on this
decay mode because in the other decay channels there are
not significant contributions respect to the SM expecta-
tions. It is useful to define a reduced signal rate R relative
to the expected signal of the SM Higgs boson [19]

R�� ¼ �ðpp ! h01Þ
�ðpp ! hSMÞ

BRðh01 ! ��Þ
BRðhSM ! ��Þ ; (30)

where the first factor is associated with the production
mechanism which in our case is mainly through the
gluon-gluon fusion, and the second factor is the reduced
branching fraction for the channel under consideration. In
model A, the first factor will be one because there are not
any new contributions from the fermiophobic Higgs bo-
sons interactions to the Higgs production; the new Higgs
bosons do not couple to the quarks. Therefore, R�� is the

reduced branching fraction. In the h01 ! �� decay channel
there are contributions in the loop from the couplings
h01h

þ
2;3h

�
2;3 which are proportional to �5. There are experi-

mental reports from CMS and ATLAS collaborations to the
R�� fraction in the �� mode and the combined results

imply in R�� ¼ 1:66� 0:36 [19], which we are going to

use to constraint the model A parameters. In Fig. 1, we
have plotted the R�� fraction vs the parameter �d using

�5 ¼ 1 and �6 ¼ �7 ¼ 0. The parameters �6;7 are involved

in the Higgs boson masses while �5 is also appearing in the
trilinear couplings. From Fig. 1, there is an allowed region
for �d between 65–260 GeV and 355–435 GeV and
excluded 260–355 GeV; these intervals correspond to
fermiophobic Higgs boson masses of mh2 ¼ ma2 ¼
185–312 GeV and mc2 ¼ 130–221 GeV in the first

allowed interval and mh2 ¼ ma2 ¼ 279–395 GeV and

mc2 ¼ 279–331 GeV in the second one. Here we should

emphasize that in the model A the fermiophobic Higgs
fields are mass degenerate. In Fig. 2, we have to make a
contour plot in the plane �5-�d using the experimental
value of the reduced branching fraction R�� in order to

explore the space parameter of �5. The allowed region is
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the light colored region and there are excluded areas
around and in the middle of the contour which is the white
area. Some Higgs boson masses acquired from Fig. 2 are in
Table I. A brief comment about the parameters �6;7 is that

their values are not affecting the regions obtained because
they only appear in the expression of the fermiophobic
Higgs boson masses in the loop.

A brief comment about the production of the fermio-
phobic Higgs bosons should be addressed. The recent
discovery of a Higgs-like boson at the LHC does not rule
out the possibility of a Higgs boson decaying into a chan-
nel with invisible decay products as in our case the h01 into
h02;3h

0
2;3 or h

�
2;3h

�
2;3 [20]. The most important channel for the

detection of this invisible mode is vector boson fusion
since it has a large cross section, but it also has large
systematic uncertainties and it is difficult to estimate the
QCD background. Another option is the associated pro-
duction channel Wh0 or Zh0, however, the Wh0 channel is
diluted by the inclusive W background, which makes it
difficult to analyze; instead, the Zh channel is more prom-
ising [20]. On the other hand, these fermiophobic Higgs
bosons are already candidates to dark matter and con-
straints from their production through channels like
h02;3h

0
2;3 ! h01 ! �� will be expected.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Fermiophobic Higgs fields only interact with themselves
and to other scalar and vector bosons or active multiplets;
they have been called inert [21] or dark [22] Higgses and
they may transform under the gauge symmetries of the SM
in nontrivial way as doublets [9,21], or in a trivial way, i.e.,
singlets [23]. They have been considered as solutions to the
hierarchy problem or/and as a good cold dark matter
candidates [21,23]. Here, we have built up an extension
of the SM adding two extra doublet scalars and using a S3
symmetry. There are two ways to build the singlet and the
doublet of S3; we called them model A and B (see the
Appendix). The models are different in their trilinear and
cuartic interactions but they have a dark degenerate scalar
spectrum. The interactions of the SM-like Higgs boson are
identical to the SM. Therefore, the only effect from the
dark scalars is in the one loop processes like the Higgs
boson into two photon decay. We have evaluated the re-
duced fraction R�� in order to get constraints for the

parameters �5 and �d of the model A. On the other
hand, models A and B are predicting the same h1 ! ��
width decay but they are not equivalent in the invisible
modes. In general a fermiophobic neutral scalar decays to
W and Z bosons proceeds as in the SM, while the decay
to photons proceed via W, h� loops, since its decays to

0 100 200 300 400 500 600

0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

3.0

GeV

_
5

FIG. 2 (color online). Contour plot �5-�d with �6 ¼ �7 ¼ 0
constrained by R�� ¼ 1:66� 0:36. The allowed region is the

light region with a white excluded area inside. Some points of
this plot are shown explicitly in Table I with their associated
Higgs boson masses.

TABLE I. Some points from Fig. 2 and the associated Higgs
boson masses. As we can see from Eqs. (6) and (7), we have
mh2 ¼ ma2 .

�5 �d (GeV) mh2 (GeV) mc2 (GeV)

1 0 175 123

2.3 0 264 186

1.3 203 283 200

0.6 410 433 306

0.11 511 514 363

100 200 300 400

1.0

1.5

2.0

GeV

R

FIG. 1 (color online). The reduced branching fraction R�� vs
�d using �5 ¼ 1 and �6 ¼ �7 ¼ 0 in the model A. The solid
lines correspond to the combined experimental value R�� ¼
1:66� 0:36 [19]. An excluded area is found around 260–
355 GeV.
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photons via fermion loops are excluded. If this were the
case for the doublet of the standard model, i.e., if
the fermion masses have a different origin from that of
the gauge boson, it is excluded at 95% confidence level
in the mass range 110–194 GeV, and at 99% confidence
level in the mass ranges 110–124.5, 127–147.5, and
155–180 GeV [24]. Notice that in this case there is a small
window around 124.5–127 GeV. Hence, the constraints
above are not directly applicable to the model considered
in this work that has the usual Higgs doublet plus two dark
doublets. However, in the present model, fermions masses
arise from the Higgs doublet, which also contributes to the
gauge boson masses but the latter particles also have con-
tributions from the dark doublets.

Note that for the calculations performed in this work we
consider that �6 ¼ �7 ¼ 0, since they do not contribute in
the photon-photon loop; however, as a result of this as-
sumption, the charged boson is lighter than the neutral
boson; some values are shown in Table I. As a consequence
the neutral scalar is not a good candidate for dark matter.
However, if we consider that good candidates for dark
matter must satisfy the relation m2

c �m2
h 	 0 implying

� �2

v2
SM

� 1
2�5 � ð�6 þ 2�7Þ 	 0, it is easy to see that, for

example, with �d ¼ 82 GeV, �5 ¼ 1, �6 ¼ �0:82, and
�7 ¼ 0 we obtained mh ¼ 110 GeV and mc ¼ 136; thus,
we can have a dark matter scenario in these models by
imposing that the inequality must be satisfied.
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APPENDIX: SCALAR MASSES WITH SOFT
TERMS IN THE SCALAR POTENTIAL

The mass degeneracy above is due to a residual
symmetry that can be broken, if necessary, by including
the soft terms:

VðD;SÞsoft ¼ �2
22H

y
2H2 þ�2

33H
y
3H3 þ ð�2

23H
y
2H3 þH:c:Þ:

(A1)

In model A, taken into account the soft terms with the
condition �2

22 ¼ �2
33 ¼ ��2

23 � �2 > 0, the mass spec-

trum in Eqs. (6)–(8) is as follows: only the third scalar in

each sector becomes heavier since its mass gains a con-
tribution of �2

m2
h1
¼m2

h¼
2

3
�4v

2
SM; m2

h2
¼�2

dþ
1

2
��0v2

SM;

m2
h3
¼�2

dþ
1

2
��0v2

SMþ�2; m2
a1 ¼0;

m2
a2 ¼�2

dþ
1

6
��0v2

SM m2
a3 ¼�2

dþ
1

6
��0v2

SMþ�2 m2
c1 ¼0;

m2
c2 ¼

1

2
�2

dþ
�5

12
v2
SM; m2

c3 ¼
1

2
�2

dþ
�5

12
v2
SMþ�2; (A2)

and the mass degeneracy in the inner sector has been
broken but it is still possible an accidental degenerate
with the SM-like Higgs scalar.
The mixing matrix remains the same as in Eq. (5).
In model B, when the soft terms are included with the

condition �2
22 ¼ �2

33 ¼ �2, and �2
23 ¼ �2, we have

�m2
h1

¼ �4v
2
SM; �m2

h2
¼ �2

d þ
1

2
��0v2

SM þ 2�2 � �2;

�m2
h3

¼ �2
d þ

1

2
��0v2

SM þ 2�2 þ �2; �m2
a1 ¼ 0;

m2
a2 ¼ �2

d þ
1

2
��0v2

SM þ 2�2 � �2;

m2
a3 ¼ �2

d þ
1

2
��0v2

SM þ 2�2 þ �2; �m2
c1 ¼ 0;

m2
c2 ¼

1

4
ð2�2

d þ �5v
2
SMÞ þ�2 � 1

2
�2;

m2
c3 ¼

1

4
ð2�2

d þ �5v
2
SMÞ þ�2 þ 1

2
�2;

(A3)

and the mixing matrix between the respective components
of H2 and H3 is

U ¼
1 0 0

0 � 1
ffiffi

2
p 1

ffiffi

2
p

0 1
ffiffi

2
p 1

ffiffi

2
p

0

B

B

B

@

1

C

C

C

A

; (A4)

and the mixing between H2 and H3 sector is maximal. In
this case S is still as in Eq. (9) but now

D1 ¼ 1
ffiffiffi

2
p �hþ2 þ hþ3

1
ffiffi

2
p ð�h02 � ia02 þ h03 þ ia03Þ

0

@

1

A;

D2 ¼ 1
ffiffiffi

2
p hþ2 þ hþ3

1
ffiffi

2
p ðh02 þ ia02 þ h03 þ ia03Þ

0

@

1

A:

(A5)
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